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Subject CMS advises ALPLA on its latest important 

investment 

 

CMS advises ALPLA on its latest important investment:  
The packaging specialist acquires a significant minority 
stake in bioplastics manufacturer Panara.  

As one of the world's leading suppliers of plastic packaging, the Austrian group is 

increasingly focusing on biodegradable materials. ALPLA was advised by CMS on the 

acquisition of a significant minority stake in the Slovakian company Panara a.s. 

"We are very pleased that we were once again able to support ALPLA on a strategically 

important transaction", says Alexander Rakosi, Partner at CMS Austria. 

For ALPLA, the involvement in Panara a.s. means a strengthening of its activities in the field 

of alternative, sustainable raw materials for packaging. Panara a.s. develops completely bio-

based and biodegradable plastics, which will also be used by ALPLA in the future furthering 

the notion of a functioning circular economy. ALPLA was comprehensively advised by the CMS 

teams in Vienna and Bratislava on the transaction. 

The CMS team in Vienna consisted of lead partner Alexander Rakosi (Corporate/M&A), senior 

associate Georg Gutfleisch (Corporate/M&A) and partner Dieter Zandler (Competition Law). 

The CMS team in Bratislava, which provided comprehensive support on the due diligence 

review and assistance on the transaction documentation, involved Managing Partner Oliver 

Werner (Corporate/M&A), Partner Soňa Hanková (Corporate/M&A), Senior Associate Barbora 

Korenecová, Associate Natália Jánošková, Junior Associates Terezia Rusnáková and Pavel 

Straka. The team also included Slovak patent attorney Lenka Litváková, who advised on all 

intellectual property matters. 
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Notes for lectors: 

About CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz 
CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz is one of the leading law firms in Austria and South-Eastern Europe. Thanks to their 
specialisation, our lawyers and tax experts are able to advise clients efficiently and at the highest level. They do 
this both professionally and with sector-specific know-how. Our specialised teams of internationally experienced 
lawyers focus on M&A, banking & finance, real estate, construction law, tax law, labour law, IP and IT law as well 
as public procurement law.  
 
In doing so, we develop for you both legally sound and - taking into account your commercial goals - pragmatic 
solutions that best meet the economic requirements of your business. We have our own offices in Vienna, 
Belgrade, Bratislava, Brussels, Istanbul, Kiev, Ljubljana, Podgorica, Sarajevo, Skopje, Sofia and Zagreb. 
Together with our ten CMS partner law firms, we offer our clients a team of more than 600 experienced specialists 
in 17 offices in the CEE/SEE region. cms.law 

About CMS 

CMS is a full-service provider founded in 1999 and is one of the top 10 international law firms. This figure refers to 
the number of lawyers (Am Law 2016 Global 100). With over 70 offices in more than 40 countries worldwide and 
more than 4,500 salaried lawyers, CMS has long-standing expertise in providing advice both in local jurisdictions 
and beyond. From large transnational corporations and mid-sized companies to emerging start-ups, CMS provides 
the technical rigour, strategic excellence and long-term partnership to keep every client ahead of the curve, 
regardless of the markets they seek to serve. Revenues totalled EUR 1.05 billion in 2016. 

CMS offers a broad range of expertise in 19 practice areas and sectors, including corporate/mergers & acquisitions, 
energy, funds, life sciences, TMC, tax, banking & finance, advertising, competition & EU, dispute resolution, 
employment & pensions, intellectual property law and real estate & construction. 

You can find more information at cms.law 
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